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ABSTRACT
Alcohol use disorder is a constellation of symptoms and behaviours related to dependence and abuse. It is present in 11.0% of US adults and is a leading cause of death and healthcare expenditures in the USA. Medication-assisted treatment (MAT) is medication to reduce cravings, decrease rewards or limit withdrawal symptoms in combination with behavioural therapy. A review of all patients with an alcohol-related condition admitted to internal medicine teams at an academic medical centre over a 7-month period (N=583) identified that only 1.4% (n=8) were discharged with an MAT prescription. Quality improvement methods were used to increase the proportion of patients discharged with an MAT prescription. Implementing educational interventions and embedding a recommendation for MAT into the order sets used to treat alcohol withdrawal increased the percentage of patients with an alcohol-related condition that were discharged with an MAT prescription to 11.2%. MAT remains an underused intervention for the treatment of alcohol use disorder. However, combining educational and structural interventions, including just-in-time teaching, can successfully increase the percentage of patients who receive an MAT prescription.

PROBLEM
Alcohol use disorder is a common condition with significant healthcare and societal costs. Despite this, an evidence-based intervention to treat alcohol use disorder known as medication-assisted treatment (MAT) remains heavily underused. MAT is medication to reduce cravings, decrease rewards or limit withdrawal symptoms in combination with behavioural therapy.

Our institution is a large tertiary medical centre serving as the only academic medical centre in the region. Approximately 83 patients with alcohol-related conditions are admitted monthly to internal medicine teams staffed by the hospitalist division or the internal medicine residency programme. A review of these patients from June to December 2019 identified that only 1.4% (N=583) were discharged with an MAT prescription. We sought to increase the utilisation of MAT at discharge for patients admitted with any alcohol-related condition to 11.0% within 18 months. We chose this goal because in 2019 MAT was prescribed to 11.3% of US people who received any alcohol use treatment.1 Due to unforeseen delays from the COVID-19 pandemic, the project time frame was extended to 26 months.

BACKGROUND
Alcohol use disorder, a constellation of behaviours and symptoms related to dependence and abuse, was present in 11.0% of US adults in 2020.2 Excessive alcohol use is a leading cause of death and healthcare expenditures in the USA, accounting for 1 in 10 deaths3 and an average of 29 years of life lost per death.4 Economically, alcohol use is estimated to cost around US$249 billion annually in lost productivity, healthcare expenditures and social costs.5 MAT is an approach to substance use disorders that combines medication with behavioural interventions. Currently, there are three United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved medications for the treatment of alcohol use disorder: naltrexone (available oral and as long-acting...
injectable), acamprosate and disulfiram. Naltrexone is an opiate antagonist that is well tolerated, with reported effects of reduced cravings, reduced relapse rates and an overall decrease in alcohol use. It is estimated to reduce the risk of return to heavy drinking by 17% and trended towards abstinence. Acamprosate’s mechanism is still unknown but it has been shown to significantly reduce the risk of any drinking by 14% and maintain abstinence drinking.

MAT remains underused nationally as only 1.1% of adults with alcohol use disorder reported receiving MAT in 2020. While many patients may refuse medication, a survey of outpatient providers noted lack of comfort and knowledge as the most common reasons for avoiding pharmacotherapy. An educational intervention combined with a new discharge protocol at a tertiary medical centre showed a significant increase in naltrexone prescriptions and reduced all-cause emergency department visits and inpatient readmissions.

**MEASUREMENT**

Our primary outcome measure was the proportion of patients admitted to an internal medicine service with any International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision (ICD-10) alcohol-related condition that received either a naltrexone or acamprosate prescription at discharge, excluding patients prescribed naltrexone in an inappropriate or unsafe manner (concurrent opiate at discharge, Aspartate aminotransferase (AST) or Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) >3 times the upper limit of normal). For our secondary outcome, we measured the rate of emergency room revisit and inpatient readmissions. Data were gathered monthly using the electronic medical record. Baseline data gathering for our project started in June 2019 (hereinafter referred to as month 1). The primary and secondary outcomes were measured monthly and are reported in three distinct time periods: as a baseline (months 1–7), after the first intervention of PDSA cycle 1 (months 8–18) and after the first intervention of our second PDSA cycle (months 19–26). We also tracked how many patients were treated for alcohol withdrawal.

**DESIGN**

We assembled a multidisciplinary team including representatives from internal medicine, psychiatry, emergency medicine and pharmacy. See figure 1 for our team’s driver diagram. Given the low prescribing rate in the months preceding our intervention and the absence of naltrexone or acamprosate from the inpatient formulary, we anticipated significant obstacles to identifying patients with alcohol use disorder and adopting MAT. With sustainability in mind, we sought to combine structural (adding MAT medications to the formulary, using triggered order sets) and educational interventions to create a cultural shift in the treatment of alcohol use disorder at our institution. Our initial PDSA cycle focused on the existing discharge order set to include naltrexone, acamprosate or disulfiram prescriptions with handouts to local resources (see online supplemental materials). To target those patients who were expected to have a moderate to severe alcohol use disorder, we programmed a modification to the discharge order set that only triggered if a physician had ordered an alcohol withdrawal order set during that admission. Our second PDSA cycle focused on interventions throughout the hospital course. It incorporated modifications to the alcohol withdrawal order set themselves to include a prefilled order to begin in the hospital for naltrexone or acamprosate with guidance on its use. We also included a preselected consult order for a new substance use navigator service that coincidentally started at our hospital around that time. This is a consult service of healthcare navigators with backgrounds in social work or psychotherapy specialising in substance use disorder assessments, health education and the referral process for local residential and outpatient substance use treatment programmes. We focused on naltrexone and acamprosate due to their outcomes in reducing drinking or maintaining abstinence, tolerability and inclusion in a 2018 practice guideline from the American Psychiatric Association recommending their use in moderate or severe alcohol use disorder. Due to its daily dosing rather than three times daily, we recommended naltrexone. We later chose not to encourage disulfiram due to its frequent use in supervised settings and the need for patients to be free from intoxication to avoid adverse effects. This quality improvement project did not involve patients or the public in design, conduct, reporting or dissemination.

**STRATEGY**

Our project aimed to increase the utilisation of MAT for patients admitted for any alcohol-related condition with a moderate to severe alcohol use disorder. Some unexpected hurdles included the lack of any MAT option on the formulary and the COVID-19 pandemic, which delayed and deprioritised our interventions.

PDSA cycle 1: Our initial PDSA cycle incorporated three main interventions: addition of naltrexone and later acamprosate to the inpatient formulary, a brief talk to the hospitalist division and modification to the discharge order set, which is used for all discharges at our hospital.

**Figure 1** Increasing utilisation of MAT driver diagram. MAT, medication-assisted treatment.
Before any interventions were instituted, we applied for naltrexone’s inclusion in the inpatient formulary, which was granted during month 7. Modifications to the discharge order set also occurred in month 7. The brief talk, which included background information on alcohol use disorder, diagnosis and treatment occurred in month 8. In the months after our interventions, we saw a rapid increase in the proportion of patients prescribed MAT, followed by a modest and sustained increase. Informal feedback from prescribers was obtained but not quantitatively measured by a survey. This feedback noted a lack of convenience and comfort with starting a new medication only at discharge after plans had been finalised.

PDSA cycle 2: Due to the feedback we received during PDSA cycle 1, we altered the alcohol withdrawal order set to facilitate earlier physician–patient discussions about the potential benefits of MAT and encourage initiation of MAT treatment in the hospital rather than only at discharge. In month 18, the alcohol withdrawal order sets were altered to recommend either naltrexone or acamprosate with just-in-time teaching on when either therapy would be most appropriate. This intervention was intended to improve prescriber knowledge of MAT and make prescribing more convenient. The order set also included a referral to the new substance use navigator service. A brief talk was again given to the hospitalist division in month 20, and the project was introduced to the internal medicine residency programme in month 22. We again tracked our primary outcome measure and saw a rapid and sustained increase in the proportion of patients receiving MAT after our interventions.

**RESULTS**

Our primary outcome measure was the proportion of patients treated for any ICD-10 alcohol-related condition that received one of two MAT prescriptions at discharge. At baseline, 1.4% (N=583) of patients admitted for alcohol related conditions were prescribed MAT (see figure 2). After PDSA cycle 1 began (months 8–18), this proportion increased to 5.4% (N=970) despite minimal education outreach during the COVID-19 pandemic. After PDSA cycle 2 began (months 19–26), the proportion of patients receiving MAT increased to 11.2% (N=686). Of those treated for withdrawal during this period, 18.3% (N=421) were discharged with an MAT prescription. The inpatient and emergency room readmission rates did not significantly change during any of the time periods.

The proportion of all naltrexone prescriptions that were potentially inappropriate or unsafe was 50.00% (N=12) at baseline, 5.7% (N=35) after PDSA cycle 1 and 14.3% after PDSA cycle 2 (N=63).

**LESSONS AND LIMITATIONS**

Our project aimed to improve the utilisation of an effective treatment for alcohol use disorder to reduce unhealthy drinking and decrease the healthcare and societal costs of excessive alcohol use. We anticipated significant barriers to using MAT for alcohol use disorder, given low rates of use nationally. However, a key lesson from our project was the success in combining structural changes and education interventions. Adding MAT medications to the formulary and automatically recommending MAT through the EMR during the hospitalisation improved the convenience of prescribing MAT. Just-in-time teaching, handouts and brief talks to relevant prescribers helped reduce stigma and improve prescriber and patient knowledge of MAT.

During PDSA cycle 1, we received feedback that discharge was an inconvenient time to discuss and initiate a new medication. This could have been reflected in the rapid increase in our primary outcome measure after the educational interventions, followed by a more modest increase as time progressed. During PDSA cycle 2, we sought to create an opportunity to discuss and initiate MAT earlier in the hospital course, including at admission when the suspicion for alcohol withdrawal is often the highest. These further interventions led to a rapid increase in prescribing to meet our project goal.

While we achieved our goals, there still may be opportunity to increase MAT usage among our patient population. Nearly all patients treated for withdrawal also received a consult from the substance use navigator service, indicating at least some openness to decreasing their use. While the navigators are not prescribers, including familiarity with and regular suggestion to discuss MAT with their prescriber in their practice may lead further patients to initiate MAT. As previously discussed, only 11.3% of US people in 2019 who received any treatment for alcohol use disorder were prescribed MAT. In our study, a sizeable proportion of patients who sought treatment may have preferred psychotherapy or peer support groups without medication due to safety concerns or...
other considerations. We were unable to track referrals to therapy or peer support for this intervention but doing so is an opportunity for future study. In addition, while the patients that we targeted who were treated for alcohol withdrawal meet at least some of the criteria for alcohol use disorder, we may have missed a sizeable portion of patients with moderate to severe alcohol use disorder who are not treated for withdrawal. Besides our education interventions to prescribers, our project did not directly target these patients. Our project did not see an effect on readmission rates, yet as the use of MAT increases, we hope to understand better which patients are more likely to receive MAT and why they are readmitted.

The sporadic timing of our interventions limited our study, and our data were gathered monthly, so it was challenging to discern the direct associations. The overall number of patients treated with MAT was also low, leading to our results’ variability. Furthermore, our healthcare system treats patients from many different insurances, primary care networks and geographical regions, which hampered our ability to collect long-term follow-up data, such as fill history and adherence at follow-up.

Finally, we would like to discuss project transferability to other health systems and sustainability. The MAT order set (available as online supplemental file 1), which we set to be automatically triggered by alcohol withdrawal orders, could readily be adapted to other electronic medical records and required minimal effort on behalf of the project members. The brief prescriber education on alcohol use disorder and MAT was done live with minimal graphics. To make the education piece more sustainable or transferable, future efforts could develop a brief online module, perhaps as part of periodic hospital training.

CONCLUSION
This project used educational outreach and multiple structural interventions to spread awareness and identify patients who may be candidates for MAT in real time. These interventions increased the utilisation of MAT for alcohol use disorder, gains which we expect will sustain as familiarity with naltrexone or acamprosate increases. We believe these changes can be implemented at any institution that uses an order set to treat alcohol withdrawal.
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